
1: Dancing to a different tune

2: Engaging the muse

3: Singing in harmony

4: Activating the performance

5: Making the impact

6: Curtain call

Deals with the preparation work required before engaging with an art property or project, including decisions 
about objectives, target audiences, and the art property. 
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Section 2: Engaging the muse

Figure 1: Sponsorship decision-making & management practices framework

This section of the arts sponsorship toolkit deals with 
the preparation work required before engaging with an 
art property or project.  The steps that a prospective 
arts sponsor needs to work through during this section 
include the setting of objectives, the selection of 
target audiences and the decisions regarding suitable 
selection criteria for the art project or property.

In terms of our arts sponsorship decision-making & 
management practices framework, this section of the 
toolkit deals with the first three decisions.

“The harder I practice, the luckier I get.”
- Gary Player

SEtting ArtS SponSorShip objECtivES
The first step in any sponsorship strategy is to develop 
and agree a set of company objectives for the firm’s 
involvement in the arts.  These objectives will then drive 
all subsequent decisions and activities, and are the 
outcomes around which any measures will be designed.

An objective communicates what you would like to 
achieve by the end of the arts sponsorship.  It is the 
desired end result.  Clear objectives provide focus to 
any activity, as they constantly remind everyone what 

kind of outcome is required, and therefore where effort 
is needed and importantly where effort is not needed.  
Objectives thus allow prioritisation and a clear measure 
or definition of success.

“If you don’t know where you are 
going, any road will get you there.” 
- Lewis Carroll
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Four buckets of sponsorship objectives

Previous research of sponsorship objectives suggests 
that there are typically four broad buckets or categories 
of objectives: awareness or exposure objectives; brand 
positioning or associations objectives; business revenue 
results objectives; and societal concern objectives.

BASA’s recent survey of member objectives, suggests 
that all four buckets are represented in the reasons 
why member companies are involved in the arts. The 
table below suggests that societal concerns drive the 
majority of objectives.

Bucket 1: Awareness objectives

This category of objectives is best suited to 
companies looking to get more people to be 

more aware of their products and services.  Awareness 
is an important first step towards getting prospective 
customers to consider purchasing your offerings, 
and plays an important role in ensuring on-going 
consideration.  If someone doesn’t know you exist, it is 
unlikely that they will start doing business with you.

The public interest in arts sponsorships and the possible 
access to larger numbers of people, or to exclusive 
smaller groups of people, make arts sponsorship useful 
vehicles to achieve awareness objectives. 

Examples of arts sponsorship objectives within this 
bucket would include:

 » Enhance the recognition of our investment-banking 
brand

 » Raise the awareness levels of our new long-haul 
flight routes

 » Increase recall of our award-winning business 
telecommunication services

 » Facilitate trial of our new luxury vehicle models

BASA memBer exAmple: Telkom SA & The SpAce exhiBiTion

in order to stand out from the crowd during the 2010 FiFA World cup South 
AfricaTm, Telkom brought together 25 artists from 8 countries for an official host 
city art event in newtown from 11 may to 11 July 2010.  The exhibition attracted 
extensive media coverage on television, radio, print, electronic and other channels, 
resulting in an estimated media exposure return on investment of 1:2,5.

Figure 7: Results from 2011 BASA members survey of sponsorship objectives

Bucket 1: Awareness objectives

Bucket 2: Brand positioning objectives

Bucket 3: Business revenue results objectives

Bucket 4: Societal concern objectives
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Bucket 2: Brand positioning objectives
This category of objectives can assist 
firms who wish to influence the meanings 
or associations people have of their 

brand.  Being aware of a brand, product or service 
is not enough to encourage purchase.  Brands need 
to dominate a differentiated positioning in the mind 
of their chosen customer - they have to stand for 
something, they have to provide a reason to believe that 
is different to what others are saying.

Engaging with art is typically an collaborative 
experience that occurs over a period of time. These 
gatherings can provide unique platforms for brands to 
communicate, through their association and fit with the 

art property, the meaning they would like their target 
audience to associate with them.

Examples of arts sponsorship objectives within this 
bucket would include:

 » Position our company as a forward-looking, creative 
and energetic organisation

 » Enhance our positioning as a conservative, stable, 
trusted and value-driven brand

 » Deepen the associations of environmentally 
sustainable, green and climate-neutral with our new 
product range

exAmple: BrAndhouSe & The STABle TheATre, WinnerS oF The 
innovATion AWArdS AT The 14Th AnnuAl BuSineSS dAy BASA AWArdS, 
SupporTed By Anglo AmericAn

Brandhouse Beverages used the celebrating Strides campaign to identify & profile 
individuals whose life stories imitated & reflected the brand values of the Johnnie 
Walker® brand: entrepreneurship, creativity & striving for success.  Through its 
celebrating Strides Awards, Johnnie Walker® empowered acclaimed actor, writer, 
producer and entrepreneur, Welcome msomi, to spark a revival of the Stable Theatre 
in durban. in selecting the theatre as the beneficiary of a r125,000 bursary included 
in his award, msomi wished to pay tribute to the theatre venue which played such an 
important role in his early days as an actor and turn around the flagging fortunes of 
the venue. it was expected that the partnership would act as a catalyst to inspire a 
new generation of artists.

rhys lindstrom, Johnnie Walker® marketing manager: “This initiative fitted perfectly 
with the vision for the celebrating Strides Awards. We wanted to recognise and honour individuals like msomi 
who had made great strides in achieving their dreams. But in doing so we also wanted to, through their 
success, inspire others and empower those around them who might not have had the same opportunities. 
The way msomi has ploughed his win back into the Stable Theatre in the community from which he hails will 
hopefully act as a catalyst and inspire a whole new generation of artists dreaming of a chance to embark on 
their own journeys.”

Thuli dumakude, chairperson of the Stable Theatre: “Apart from providing the Stable Theatre with the capacity 
to stage a professional production, Welcome msomi and Johnnie Walker® provided, in a few months, what it 
would have taken us at least two years to achieve. The production gave us a credible and respected image in 
the media, as well as sending out a loud message to the arts community in durban that the Stable Theatre was 
forging forward to retrieve its rightful place as a professionally-run theatre venue.”
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Bucket 3: Business revenue results objectives
The sales-driven category of objectives 
is suitable for companies looking to drive 
additional revenues directly through their 

art sponsorship.  Although this is a tougher category 
of objectives to achieve through a sponsorship, it is 
possible to create conducive environments to generate 
demand for products and services.

Art sponsorships often create opportunities for 
informal contact between selected clients and 
company executives.  In addition to building stronger 
relationships, these periods can be used to assess 
needs, identify opportunities, and generate leads.  

Branded products and services can also be directly 
linked to a client’s participation or attendance at an art 
event, resulting in event-specific sales.

Examples of arts sponsorship objectives within this 
bucket would include:

 » Increase data usage on our network before, during 
and after the art event

 » Double average occupancy in our hotel during the 
week of the art festival

 » Secure enhanced trade terms for our brands within 
our major retail customer

BASA memBer exAmple: The ciTAdel ArT price index

The citadel Art price index (cApi) was launched in late 2011 to track the changes in the value of South African 
art.  citadel’s senior investment strategist george herman suggested that cApi was created in order to 
better understand art as a “legitimate alternative asset class by creating transparency, measurability and 
comparability over time.”  From a marketing and demand generation point of view, citadel view this project 
as a business opportunity with their existing and prospective clients.  citadel fiduciary expert Alfie Bester 
explained how this initiative to “demystify the asset class” would assist the business to “add value” to their 
clients’ lives.

Bucket 4: Societal concern objectives

This category of objectives is best suited 
to organisations that have less-immediate 
commercial pressures and wish to make a 

contribution to the welfare and development of society.  
For some companies, and often non-commercial 
entities such as foundations and family trusts, support 
of the arts is seen as a responsibility to future 
generations.

“A belief that the arts are an important sphere in society, 
in any society, for the development of that society; 
the ability of the arts to create spaces and languages 
for dialogue, for social activism, for other kinds of 
engagement in society beyond the media and the more 

traditional forms… that art actually gives life in that 
society, enriches life enormously in that society in a 
whole range of different ways… The craft of creating 
art and the development of an appreciation for artistic 
expression contribute to the non-financial wealth of a 
nation.” BASA research interviewee, 2011

Examples of arts sponsorship objectives within this 
bucket would include:

 » Contribute to developing social capital among the 
diversity of South Africans

 » Ignite creativity and innovation within communities
 » Preserve our culture

BASA memBer exAmple: The old muTuAl nATionAl choir FeSTivAl

The old mutual national choir Festival is a 34-year national choral music competition 
conducted at district, then provincial levels and culminating in a national Final. it is an 
annual project with various events staged from January to december. The essence of 
the project is to enrich people’s lives as individuals and choirs through the development 
of choral music in Southern Africa, thereby fulfilling people’s dreams and offering 
meaningful experiences. The national choir Festival project seeks to promote, preserve 

and protect all language rights by giving all languages equal exposure. This includes as well increasing and 
facilitating access to and broader participation in the arts.
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Best practice suggests that objectives should be 
set before deciding whether or not to invest in an 
arts sponsorship, and how to invest. BASA’s recent 
member survey confirms that the majority of members 

are setting their arts sponsorship objectives before 
proceeding. Over 72% of surveyed members believed 
that their company’s arts involvement objectives were 
directly linked to their company’s business strategy.

Figure 8: Results from 2011 BASA members survey of sponsorship objectives timing

Exercise 5: Setting initial objectives

Reflect on the four buckets of objectives.  

Which category of objectives best captures your purpose for investing in the arts?

Draft an initial list of two or three objectives within this chosen category that start to describe the kind of 
outcomes you would like to achieve.

Are there one or two objectives drawn from other categories that you want to include in your draft list?

My initial list of arts sponsorship objectives:
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SponSor LtD:
Sponsor Ltd drew their initial list of arts sponsorship objectives from buckets 2, 3 & 4.

1. To support social cohesion amongst South Africans 
2. To further deepen our brand associations of creativity 
3. To increase usage of our services

Setting SMART objectives

A good objective is quantifiable.  The SMART model is 
often used to develop good objectives. To be SMART, 
an objective should be specific, measurable, aggressive, 
realistic, and time-specific12. Each of your objectives 
should therefore be evaluated in terms of the extent to 
which they are:

Specific: Is the objective clear?  Will it be understood 
to mean the same thing across multiple functions and 
levels of your business?  Will the words used have 
consistent meaning throughout the duration of the 
sponsorship?

Measurable: Does the objective include numeric 
measures?  Are these measures easy to measure?

Aggressive: Does the objective require some stretch 
beyond current performance or results?  Is the objective 
aggressive enough to inspire action beyond the 
ordinary?  Will the objective achieve something worth 
achieving?

Realistic: Can the objective be achieved through 
some serious hard work?  Is the objective realistic 
enough not to scare people into inaction? 

Time-specific: Is it clear when the objective needs 
to be achieved by?  Is this deadline a useful point in 
the future that takes existing reporting periods into 
account?

SponSor LtD:
Sponsor Ltd evaluated their initial objectives in terms of the SMART model as follows:

Objectives s M A R t

1. To support social cohesion amongst South Africans

2. To further deepen our brand associations of creativity

3. To increase usage of our services

Sponsor Ltd’s management recognised that all of their initial objectives were not objectively measurable or time-
specific, while two of the objectives lacked specificity. The management revised their objectives to read:

1. To support social cohesion by publicly challenging 5 core race-based stereotypes13 by the end of 2012 
2. To deepen our brand associations of creativity by 20% by the end of the current financial year

On reflection, the management team also realised that their third objective was too ambitious to link directly to their 
proposed arts sponsorship, and that future revenues would hopefully flow from the achievement of a more robust 
second objective.
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Exercise 6: Assessing how SMArt your initial objectives were

Rewrite each of your initial objectives into the table below and evaluate each one in terms of the five SMART 
criteria

Objectives s M A R t

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.

How can you make your objectives more quantifiable using the SMART model? 
What would you revised list of objectives be?

Aligning objectives to the business strategy

Arts sponsorship objectives should not exist in 
isolation from the broader goals and strategies of the 
organisation.  To ensure executive buy-in and access 
to resources and management attention, sponsorship 
objectives need to be closely aligned to, and perhaps 
even flow from, the business strategy of the firm.  If 
a company has decided to compete on the basis of 
product innovation, for example, the sponsorship 
objectives should contribute directly to executing that 
strategy.  A suitable arts sponsorship objective that 
aligns to this business strategy might therefore look 
something like: To increase trial of our newer innovative 
products by 20% within the coming 12 months.

To assess alignment, objectives should be checked 
against business strategies, and business strategies 
should be checked against objectives.  An alignment 
percentage should be allocated to each arts 
sponsorship objective, to indicate the extent to which 
the achievement of the objective will directly contribute 
to executing each strategy.  The higher the alignment 
score, the stronger the relevance of the objective to the 
business.
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SponSor LtD:
In order to check the alignment between the revised objectives and the business strategy, the 
management team of Sponsor Ltd assessed the following:

The revised sponsorship objectives thus seem to score well, although stronger alignment to the African focus and 
business returns may be useful.

Exercise 7: Assessing alignment between objectives and business strategy

Rewrite your revised arts sponsorship objectives and the business strategy of your company or business 
unit. Are there any contradictions? Could the alignment be tighter?

ARts spOnsORship Objectives business stRAtegy

Arts sponsorship objectives

To support social cohesion by publicly 
challenging 5 core race-based 
stereotypes by the end of 2012

To deepen our brand associations of 
creativity by 20% by the end of the 
current financial year

Business strategy

To provide strongly differentiated 
advertising services to mass-
market brands in Africa looking 
for real business returns
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SELECting tArgEt AuDiEnCES
The desired outcomes of a sponsorship are often 
linked to a specific target audience.  The group that a 
company wishes their arts sponsorship to impact could 
include customers, employees, suppliers, regulators, 
community, media or other stakeholders.  The selection 
of the target audience for the sponsorship provides 

a strong focus for the objectives and often greatly 
influences how the organisation will use their arts 
sponsorship. The following matrix decision-making 
tool can help refine sponsorship objectives, taking the 
desired target audience into account:

Table 3: Target audience decision-making tool
custOMeRs eMplOyees supplieRs RegulAtORs cOMMunity MediA OtheR

Awareness

Brand

Revenues

Society

SponSor LtD:
As an advertising agency with the strategy to provide strongly differentiated advertising services to 
mass-market brands in Africa looking for real business returns, the management of Sponsor Ltd has 
the following target audiences in mind for their two arts sponsorship objectives:

1. To support social cohesion in South Africa, Kenya and Nigeria by publicly challenging 5 core race-based    
 stereotypes by the end of 2012

2. To deepen our brand associations of creativity and business returns by 20% by the end of the current financial   
 year

custOMeRs eMplOyees supplieRs RegulAtORs cOMMunity MediA OtheR

Awareness

Brand

Revenues

Society

The management of Sponsor Ltd can now integrate their target audiences into their sponsorship objectives.  The 
final version will thus be:

1. To support social cohesion among internal and external stakeholders in South Africa, Kenya and Nigeria by 
publicly challenging 5 core race-based stereotypes by the end of the year

2. To deepen our brand associations of creativity and business returns within existing clients and employees by 
20% by the end of the current financial year
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Exercise 8: Selecting target audiences

With your previously developed and revised objectives, consider whether they apply to one or more target 
audiences. Place each objective in the block that most strongly describes which of the four objective 
buckets it flows from, and which target audience it is mostly aimed at.

custOMeRs eMplOyees supplieRs RegulAtORs cOMMunity MediA OtheR

Awareness

Brand

Revenues

Society

How does the focus on a specific target audience change the objective?

Can you add the most important target audience to your objective statement?

How might your objectives need to be revised in light of the previous evaluations? How would you now state 
your final arts sponsorship objectives?

prE-SponSorShip bASELinE MEtriCS
Once your arts sponsorship objectives have been 
defined, including the target audiences for the 
sponsorship, best practice calls for pre-sponsorship 
baseline research of the metrics you will use to measure 
the extent to which your objectives have been achieved. 
In this way, a sponsoring company can more accurately 

demonstrate the impact of an arts sponsorship.  
Sponsorship measurement will be dealt with more fully 
later in the toolkit, but it is important to build in relevant 
measures from early in the process. Section 5 of the 
toolkit outlines the wide range of metrics available, 
depending on the type of objectives set. 
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SELECtion CritEriA for thE Art projECt or propErty
The choice of art project or property can contribute 
to the success or failure of an arts sponsorship.  Not 
all art properties are equal, while different properties 
are more suitable to different objectives and sponsors. 
Each company will develop their own selection criteria, 
based on objectives, experience and resources.  

BASA’s recent member survey captured the 
characteristics of art properties most valued by arts 
sponsors.

A key set of selection criteria for sponsorship is the 
degree of fit between the sponsor and art property. Fit 
broadly relates to the strategic match between partners 
in mission, target audience, and/or values14. It occurs 
when the two partners are seen as congruent (as going 
together). A stronger fit between sponsoring company 

and art organisation results in greater clarity of brand 
positioning for the company, as well as more positive 
attitude towards the sponsorship15. Together, these 
results enhance the brand equity of the sponsoring 
company, which is felt in how customers feel about and 
behave towards the company’s brand.

Figure 9: Importance of characteristics of art property to sponsor

Figure 10: Impact of fit between sponsoring company and art organisation

fit brand equity

positioning clarity

Attitude towards 
sponsorship
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There are two types of fit: natural fit, which is self-
evident to most; and created fit, in which non-obvious 
associations need to be emphasized. Research has 
found that both types of fit can result in positive brand 
benefits. 
There are six general dimensions of fit: usage of the 
product by participants; audience and customer 

segment similarity; geographic coverage similarity; 
attitude towards sponsoring company and art property 
similarity; prominence of partners similarity; and 
image similarity16. The relevance of each dimension 
may depend on the brands involved and the audience 
segment being targeted - at the end of the day; fit is 
determined by the audience’s perception.

SponSor LtD:
As an African advertising agency with the strategy to provide strongly differentiated advertising 
services to mass-market brands in Africa, Sponsor Ltd had defined their two arts sponsorship 
objectives as: 

1. To support social cohesion among internal and external stakeholders in South Africa, Kenya 
and Nigeria by publicly challenging 5 core race-based stereotypes by the end of the year

2. To deepen our brand associations of creativity and business returns within existing clients and employees by 
20% by the end of the current financial year

The management team at Sponsor Ltd considered the extent to which their chosen target audiences of customers, 
employees, the community and media would consider the following dimensions of fit:

less 
iMpORtAnt

MORe 
iMpORtAnt

Usage of the product by participants

Audience and customer segment similarity

Geographic coverage similarity

Attitude towards sponsoring company and art property similarity

Prominence of partners similarity

Image similarity

Given this analysis, the management of Sponsor Ltd defined their criteria for selecting a suitable art organisation to 
partner with as:

 » Artists who represented the diversity of their three main markets
 » A professional image art property that gave them category exclusivity
 » An art project that communicated significant creativity in performance
 » An art project that would appeal to senior-level marketing and executive decision-makers
 » An art organization that enjoyed the support and guidance of BASA
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Exercise 9: important dimensions of fit

Which dimensions of fit would your chosen target audiences consider?

less 
iMpORtAnt

MORe 
iMpORtAnt

Usage of the product by participants

Audience and customer segment similarity

Geographic coverage similarity

Attitude towards sponsoring company and art property similarity

Prominence of partners similarity

Image similarity

Based on your analysis and reflection, which selection criteria would be most suitable to help you select 
your arts organisation partner?

SponSorShip phiLoSophy
The decisions made in this section of the toolkit may 
be captured in a company’s corporate sponsorship 
philosophy. This statement or document defines a firm’s 
perspective or view of its participation as a sponsor, 
including the role of sponsorship in the firm’s strategy, 
desired outcomes, and broad boundary-setting 

guidelines17. In this way, the arts sponsorship philosophy 
would guide the sponsorship decisions made by a 
company. Nedbank, for example, has articulated their 
sponsorship philosophy in terms of “body, mind and 
spirit,” referring to its investments in sport, art, and the 
environment.
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Exercise 10: Crafting your sponsorship philosophy

What is the overarching theme or purpose of your sponsorships?  What guiding statement would 
communicate the kind of sponsorships you would do versus those you would not do?
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